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Abstract

The backbone of a satisfiable formula is the set of literals that are true in all its satisfying assignments. Backbone computation can improve a wide range of SAT-based applications, such as verification, fault localization and product configuration. In this tool paper, we introduce a new backbone extraction tool called CadiBack. It takes advantage of unique features available in our state-of-the-art SAT solver CaDiCaL including transparent inprocessing and single clause assumptions, which have not been evaluated in this context before. In addition, CaDiCaL is enhanced with an improved algorithm to support model rotation by utilizing watched literal data structures. In our comprehensive experiments with a large number of benchmarks, CadiBack solves 60% more instances than the state-of-the-art backbone extraction tool MiniBones. Our tool is thoroughly tested with fuzzing, internal correctness checking and cross-checking on a large benchmark set. It is publicly available as open source, well documented and easy to extend.
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1 Introduction

In 1997, Parkes first defined the backbone of a propositional formula as the set of literals whose assignments are true in every satisfying assignment [24]. The size of the backbone is associated with the hardness of the corresponding propositional problem [23, 27]. Usually, the larger a backbone, the more tightly constrained the problem becomes, thus the harder for the solver to find a satisfying assignment [11, 30]. It is proved by Janota that deciding if a literal is in the backbone of a formula is co-NP complete [17]. Furthermore, Kilby et al. show that even approximating the backbone is intractable in general [20]. Nevertheless, the identification of the backbone (either in a partial or a complete way) has a number of practical applications, such as post-silicon fault localization in integrated circuits [34, 36, 35], interactive product configuration [17], facilitating the solving efficiency of MaxSAT [14, 28, 29, 31] and random 3-SAT problems [12], as well as improving the performance of chip verification [26]. Motivated by the wide range of applications, developing efficient algorithms for computing the backbone of a given propositional formula is important.

Indeed, numerous techniques to compute the backbone have been proposed during the past few decades. These approaches make use of four main techniques: (i) model enumeration, which enumerates all models of a satisfiable formula to identify the backbone; (ii) iterative SAT testing, which repeatedly filters out a candidate or include it in the backbone; (iii) upper bound checks, which try to identify multiple backbone literals at once; and (iv) the core-based method, which is guided by unsatisfiable cores and tries to eliminate as many candidates at
once as possible. For example, Kaiser et al. [19] designed three model-enumeration algorithms. Climer et al. [10] propose a graph-based iterative SAT testing approach.

Later, Zhu et al. [34, 36] designed more efficient SAT testing approaches for post-silicon fault localization. Note that, the backbone extractor MiniBones [18, 22] implements both an iterative and a core-based approach. Despite recent attempts [25, 32, 33] to improve upon MiniBones, the corresponding tools are not publicly available, and no significant advances have been made so far which still leaves MiniBones as the state-of-the-art.

Our new backbone extractor CadiBack tries to improve the iterative algorithms of MiniBones [18, 22] and uses the state-of-the-art SAT solver CaDiCaL [4], extended with new flipping algorithms to support backbone extraction. Different configurations of these algorithms are implemented inside CadiBack, empirically evaluated and compared with MiniBones on a large set of satisfiable instances collected from the main track of the SAT Competitions from 2004 - 2022, on which CadiBack solves 60% more instances.

The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, we discuss basic concepts and notations related to backbone extraction in Section 2. The relevant backbone extraction algorithms of MiniBones are introduced in Section 3. We then present our improvements over these algorithms and propose CadiBack in Section 4. The implementation details of CadiBack are provided in Section 5. Finally, we empirically evaluate CadiBack in Section 6 and draw conclusions in Section 7.

2 Basic Concepts and Notations

Consider a propositional formula \( \varphi \) in conjunctive normal form (CNF) over a fixed set of variables \( \mathcal{V} \) and literals \( \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{V} \cup \overline{\mathcal{V}} \), where \( \overline{\mathcal{V}} = \{ \overline{v} \mid v \in \mathcal{V} \} \) denotes the negated variables. For a literal \( \ell \in \mathcal{L} \), we define \( v = |\ell| \) as the variable of \( \ell \), i.e., \( \ell \in \{ v, \overline{v} \} \). In this paper, we mainly consider full assignments \( \sigma : \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) assigning variables to Boolean constants “0” (false) or “1” (true). For convenience, we use the set and logic notation interchangeably for formulas \( \varphi \), clauses \( C \in \varphi \) and literals \( \ell \in C \), as well as assignments \( \{ \ell \mid \sigma(\ell) = 1 \} \). The notion of assignments is lifted to literals, formulas and clauses in the natural way through substitution followed by Boolean expression simplification. A model of \( \varphi \) is an assignment \( \sigma \) with \( \sigma(\varphi) = 1 \) and also called satisfying assignment. A formula is satisfiable if it has a model. Otherwise, it is unsatisfiable. In this paper, we focus on satisfiable formulas \( \varphi \).

A literal \( \ell \) is a backbone literal of a formula \( \varphi \) iff there exists a model \( \sigma \) of \( \varphi \) with \( \sigma(\ell) = 1 \) and all other assignments \( \sigma' \) with \( \sigma'(\ell) = 0 \) do not satisfy \( \varphi \), i.e., \( \sigma'(\varphi) = 0 \). The backbone \( \mathcal{B} \) of a formula \( \varphi \) is the set of its backbone literals. We introduce two conditions that determine whether literals are included or not in the backbone \( \mathcal{B} \).

The first condition is based on identifying fixed literals. A clause \( C = \ell \) (or \( C = \{ \ell \} \) in set notation) having a single literal \( \ell \) is called unit clause. If a unit clause \( C \in \varphi \), the corresponding literal \( \ell \) is clearly a backbone literal. We call such literals fixed. This also applies to unit clauses deduced by the SAT solver through for instance clause learning, simplification and preprocessing [7]. All such fixed literals are included in the backbone \( \mathcal{B} \).

The second condition is called disagreement condition, stating that if there are two models \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma' \) disagreeing on \( \ell \), i.e., \( \sigma(\ell) = \overline{\sigma'(\ell)} \), then neither \( \ell \) nor its negation are backbone literals (i.e., \( \ell, \overline{\ell} \notin \mathcal{B} \)). This can be realized by using each newly discovered model \( \sigma' \) to filter the list of remaining backbone candidates. For instance, the empty formula over \( n \) variables has both constant assignments \( \sigma \equiv 0 \) and \( \sigma' \equiv 1 \) as models, disagreeing on all literals, and thus \( \mathcal{B} = \emptyset \). Note that, there is a special case of the disagreement condition called model rotation, as described in [18]. Similar ideas have been used for MUS extraction [1]. The literal \( \ell \) is rotatable [18] in a model \( \sigma \) of \( \varphi \) iff \( \sigma(\ell) = 1 \) and the assignment \( \tau \) that differs from
σ only in |ℓ| is a model of ϕ (τ can be taken as the special case of σ′ in the disagreement condition). We also call such literals flippable, which applies for the rest of the paper.

Obviously, a literal which can be flipped is not a backbone literal, nor is its negation, and both can be dropped from the backbone candidate list. Example 1 below shows how a literal is determined to be flippable under the model rotation condition.

**Example 1.** Consider \( \phi = (\bar{c} \lor t) \land (c \lor e) \land \phi' \) which encodes “if-then-else(c, t, e)”, where neither c nor \( \bar{c} \) occur in \( \phi' \) but c and t do (they are not “pure”). Assume that the constant true assignment \( \sigma \equiv 1 \) is a model, i.e., \( \sigma(\phi') = 1 \). Both t and e are set to true, but only the literal c can be flipped. In the resulting model \( \tau \), all variables are set to true except for \( \bar{c} \), and \( \bar{c} \) can be flipped (back) in \( \tau \) to obtain the original model \( \sigma \). Thus, literal c is flippable.

### 3 Algorithms in MiniBones

The backbone extraction algorithms of MiniBones [18] take advantage of incremental SAT solving (refer to [13, 15, 16] for details) to gradually augment the original formula with implied clauses (particularly learned clauses). These clauses are added implicitly to the single SAT solver instance during incremental queries, while assuming the negation of one or more remaining backbone candidate literals. Specifically, these iterative MiniBones algorithms (Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 in [18]) utilize discovered models and model rotation to refine the set of candidate literals \( \Lambda \subseteq L \) which is initialized as \( \Lambda = \{ \ell \mid \sigma(\ell) = 1 \} \) by the first discovered model \( \sigma \). On termination (\( \Lambda = \emptyset \)), the backbone \( \mathcal{B} \) matches the fixed literals (of the augmented formula) and all other literals are dropped.

There are three iterative algorithms proposed for MiniBones in [18]. The basic algorithm (Algorithm 3 in [18]) needs at least as many iterations as the number of backbone literals, which is inefficient on formulas with exactly one solution but many variables. An improved algorithm (Algorithm 4 in [18]) assumes that at least one of the remaining candidate literals can be flipped (i.e., using activation literals a temporary clause is added that contains the disjunction of the negated candidates). If the SAT query under such assumption is unsatisfiable, all candidates are fixed and the backbone extraction is done. A more advanced algorithm (Algorithm 5 in [18]) only adds a subset of the remaining candidates, called a chunk, to the temporary clause. Chunks are limited in size to avoid thrashing the SAT solver with too large temporary clauses and make it more likely for a call to be unsatisfiable.

Furthermore, MiniBones proposes a new model rotation algorithm (Section 5 in [18]) to determine flippable (rotatable) literals based on the notion of forcing. A clause \( C \) forces a literal \( \ell \in C \) under assignment \( \sigma \), if \( \sigma(C) = \sigma(\ell) = 1 \) and \( \tau(C) = 0 \) with \( \tau \) obtained from \( \sigma \) by flipping \( \ell \). A literal \( \ell \) is forced in a formula \( \varphi \) under a model \( \sigma \), if there is a clause \( C \in \varphi \) which forces \( \ell \) under \( \sigma \). It is straightforward to see that literals which can be flipped in a model \( \sigma \) of \( \varphi \) are exactly those that are not forced. Based on this observation, the model rotation algorithm goes over all clauses whenever a new model is found and identifies literals that are not forced by any of them. If any of the remaining backbone candidates are not forced, they are dropped from the candidate list.

### 4 Improved Algorithms in CadiBack

CadiBack is built upon the state-of-the-art SAT solver CADiCAL [4] which has been extended with additional algorithms to support backbone extraction. The general backbone extraction algorithm of CadiBack is shown in Algorithm 1 of Figure 1. It follows the iterative algorithms of MiniBones, which uses complements of backbone estimates (as constraints) and chunking, but with three key improvements.
Assume $\varphi$ is satisfiable and use
// $K = 1$ for one-by-one,
// $K = 10$ for chunking and
// $K = \infty$ as default (non-chunking).

**Algorithm 1** Extracting backbone of formula $\varphi$.

1. $(\text{res}, \sigma) \leftarrow \text{SAT}(\varphi)$
2. assert $\sigma(\varphi) = \text{res} = 1$ // $\varphi$ satisfiable!
3. $\Lambda \leftarrow \{ \ell \in \sigma \mid \neg \text{flippable}(\ell, \sigma) \}$ // candidates
4. $k \leftarrow 1$, $B \leftarrow \emptyset$
5. while $\Lambda \neq \emptyset$
   // $F \leftarrow \emptyset$ for no-fixed, otherwise by default
6. $F \leftarrow \{ \ell \in \Lambda \mid \ell$ is fixed by SAT in $\varphi \}$
7. $B \leftarrow B \cup F$, $\Lambda \leftarrow \Lambda \setminus F$
8. $\Gamma \leftarrow$ pick $k'$ literals from $\Lambda$ // chunk with $k' = \min(k, |\Lambda|)$
9. $\rho \leftarrow \bigvee_{\ell \in \Gamma} \bar{\ell}$ // constraint: flip one in chunk
   // Solve $\varphi$ under $\rho$ with "bool constrain" // or use activation literal for no-constrain.
10. $(\text{res}, \sigma) \leftarrow \text{SAT}(\varphi \mid \rho)$
11. if $\text{res}$ then // SAT call satisfiable
   // filter only a single literal for no-filter
12. $\Lambda \leftarrow \{ \ell \in \Lambda \mid \sigma(\ell) \}$
13. $\Lambda \leftarrow \{ \ell \in \Lambda \mid \neg \text{flippable}(\ell, \sigma) \}$
14. $k \leftarrow 1$ // reset chunk size to 1
15. else // SAT call unsatisfiable
16. $B \leftarrow B \cup \Gamma$
17. $\Lambda \leftarrow \Lambda \setminus \Gamma$
18. $k \leftarrow K \cdot k$ // increase size geometrically
19. return $B$ // or print when literal is added

**Algorithm 2** Checking if literal $\ell$ can be flipped in model $\sigma$.

1. ... // handle literal assumptions
2. if $\sigma(\rho) = 1$ then // constraint true
3. $\ell \leftarrow$ "first" literal in $\rho$ with $\sigma(\ell)$ // speed-up future search for $\ell$
4. move $\ell$ to the front of $\rho$
5. elif $\sigma(\rho) = 0$ then // constraint false
6. ... // handle conflicting constraint
7. else // constraint undetermined
8. $\ell \leftarrow$ highest scored literal in $\sigma(\rho)$
9. pick $\ell$ as new decision and return
10. ... // fall back to default decisions

**Algorithm 3** Picking the next decision literal under clausal constraint $\rho$ and the partial model $\sigma$.

**Figure 1** Our backbone algorithm combines all three iterative approaches from [18]. It simulates the basic iterative Algorithm 3 in [18] for $K = 1$ and comes close to the improved Algorithm 4 in [18] for $K > |\Lambda|$ and the most advanced Algorithm 5 in [18] for other values of $K$. The difference between our algorithm and the latter two is that we use a dynamic chunk size that is reset to 1 after a satisfiable call and grows geometrically as long SAT queries remain unsatisfiable. In any case, it first identifies an initial model $\sigma$ and initializes the set of candidates $\Lambda$ after filtering out flippable literals $F$. The remaining candidates are examined in chunks $\Gamma$. If all of the literals in the chunk are backbones, the chunk size is increased. Otherwise, the solver returns a new model $\sigma$ which is used to filter the candidate list, as it is guaranteed to disagree with the previous model in at least one of the literals in the current chunk by assuming the constraint $\rho$. After that, another model rotation is performed and the chunk size is reset to 1. Note that, instead of including explicit insertions of backbones, we can assume that the SAT solver does the insertion implicitly. Flippable literals are identified by the new flippable algorithm which only traverses clauses watched by the remaining backbone candidates. The decide algorithm is an optimized version of the decision procedure in our SAT solver for more efficiently handling large constraints as they arise in this application, which picks the literal with the highest variables scores (i.e., EVSIDS scores [2] or VMTF stamps [5]).
First, CadiBack uses transparent incremental inprocessing [15], as CaDiCal is able to effectively and efficiently simplify the formula (e.g., using variable elimination) during incremental queries completely transparent to the user, while MiniBones does not support inprocessing due to the limitation of its base solver MiniSat [13].

Second, to assume the disjunction of the complements, CadiBack utilizes single clause assumptions through the “void constrain (int lit)” API call in CaDiCal [16], instead of adding a clause with the complement literals and an activation literal [13], as in MiniBones. The reason is that these added clauses and variables by MiniBones may risk to clog the SAT solver, and handling constraints explicitly can have the benefit to give the SAT solver more control on selecting decisions. Since the assumed clausal constraint contains a high number of literals in this application (|V| initially), we extended the existing implementation of single clause assumptions in CaDiCal slightly, as shown in Algorithm 3 in Figure 1. After each restart the SAT solver is forced to decide on a literal to satisfy the constraint. CadiBack chooses the one with the highest variable score (EVSIDS scores [2] or VMTF stamps [5]) among all unassigned literals in the constraint.

Third, while in earlier work model rotation only had negative effects on MiniBones [18], we show that CadiBack benefits from using model rotation to improve efficiency of backbone computation. The key of this improvement is our fast flipping algorithm implemented in CaDiCal, accessible through the new API call “bool flippable (int lit)”. As described in Algorithm 2 in Figure 1, it uses watch lists to find individual “flippable” literals in models through propagation instead of going over the whole formula to find unit clauses. We also consider a variant of Algorithm 2 which eagerly flips flippable literals as they are found, with the goal to drop even more backbone candidates through flipping. The following example shows the possibility that flipping a flippable literal can yield additional flippable literals.

Example 2. Continuing Example 1, assume that no clause in $\phi'$ forces literal $t$ under $\sigma \equiv 1$, which is not the case for the first clause ($\bar{c} \lor t$) in $\varphi$, as it forces $t$ under $\sigma$. Thus, $t$ cannot be flipped in $\sigma$. As $c$ does not occur in $\varphi'$, there is no clause forcing $\bar{c}$ under $\tau$. In addition, the only other clause ($\bar{c} \lor t$) with $t$ is not forcing as it is satisfied by two literals. Thus, flipping $c$ makes $t$ flippable in $\tau$ ($\tau'$ obtained from $\tau$ by flipping $t$ remains a model of $\varphi$). Therefore, neither $c$ nor $t$ are backbone literals.

To implement this idea we provide a new “bool flip (int lit)” API call in CaDiCal which implements a variant of Algorithm 2 in Figure 1, inspired by propagation in SAT solvers. While for “flippable” we only need to check that there is another satisfied literal in all traversed clauses watched by the literal $\ell$ requested to be flipped, the “flip” implementation needs to unwatch $\ell$ in these clauses and watch that other satisfied literal instead (unless the second watched literal in the clause is also satisfied). If finding replacements is successful for all clauses watched by $\ell$ (or the other watched literal is satisfied), the value of $\ell$ is flipped. Otherwise, it remains unchanged and “flip” fails. Note that this variant of our flipping algorithm was previously implemented inside the sub-solver Kitten of Kissat to diversify models with the goal of speeding up the refinement process of SAT sweeping [3].

Algorithm 3 of [18] can be simulated precisely with our algorithm by setting $K = 1$. However, Algorithm 5 of [18], which uses a fixed chunk size limit can only be approximated by setting $K = 100$, as we change the chunk size $k$ dynamically. Our adaptive scheme increases $k$ geometrically with rate $K$ as long as SAT queries remain unsatisfiable (which fixes all backbones in the chunk at once). If the SAT solver finds a model instead then the chunk size $k$ is reset to one, i.e., the next constraint will only contain the negation of a single backbone candidate. With $K = \infty$ the SAT solver is either assuming the complement of a single or
the disjunction of the negation of all remaining backbone candidates which is the setting of our algorithm closest to Algorithm 4 of [18] which does not limit chunk size at all.

5 Implementation

Our tool CadiBack uses the extended CaDiCaL [4] and is implemented in roughly 1200 lines of C++ code (counted after formatting with ClangFormat). The source code available at https://github.com/arminbiere/cadiback is concise and well-documented.

To check the correctness of algorithms and implementations, an internal backbone checker is implemented inside CadiBack. The checker can be enabled through the command line option “--check” and is simply a SAT solver instance of CaDiCAL, i.e., if checking is enabled, CadiBack obtains the checker instance as a copy of the main internal CaDiCAL solver through the “copy” API call provided by CaDiCAL.

First, it checks correctness of an identified backbone literal $\ell$, by confirming that the input formula $\varphi$ under the assumption $\neg\ell$ (negation of the backbone) is unsatisfiable. Second, it checks the correctness of dropping a literal $\ell$ from being a backbone candidate (removed from set $\Lambda$ in Algorithm 1), by confirming that the input formula $\varphi$ remains satisfiable under the assumption $\neg\ell$. Third, it checks whether the number of backbone literals found and the number of dropped literals sum up to the number of variables in the input formula.

Standard grammar-based black-box fuzz-testing was applied [9] with the backbone checking enabled on all 42 compatible pairs of options used in our experiments in Section 6. This pairwise combinatorial testing [21] through fuzzing was run for 50 hours in parallel using as many processes as configurations on a dual processor AMD EPYC 7343 machine (providing in total 64 virtual cores). In addition, sizes of the backbones of all our benchmarks (see Section 6) were sanity checked with the ones computed by 12 configurations of CadiBack and two configurations of MiniBones considered in our experiments.

In addition, for flipping information extraction, the library of CaDiCAL is extended to provide “bool flippable (int)” and “bool flip (int)” as discussed in the last section. The model based tester Mobical is also extended correspondingly for testing the new functionality. This extended version of CaDiCAL with improved constrain handling and flipping is also available at https://github.com/arminbiere/cadical.

6 Experiments

Benchmarks. To evaluate CadiBack empirically, we collected all benchmarks from the main track of the SAT competition 2004 to 2022 as our initial benchmark set. We noticed that benchmarks from one competition year often contain old benchmarks (sometimes arbitrarily renamed or commented by the competition organizers) from previous competition years. This caused our initial benchmark set to include several redundant benchmarks. To remove such duplicates, in a second step, we cleaned up each individual benchmark by removing comments using a simple DIMACS pretty printer, followed by identifying identical benchmarks through computing an MD5 checksum and removing redundant ones. Then we ran the state-of-the-art SAT solver Kissat 3.0.0 [3] with 5,000 second timeout on the no-duplicate benchmark set and selected benchmarks solved to be satisfiable. In total this yields 1798 benchmarks available at https://cca.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/sc04to22sat.zip (6 GB) and [6].

Baseline. We choose the state-of-the-art backbone solver MiniBones as our baseline (ported to support newer C++ compilers available at https://github.com/arminbiere/minibones). As suggested by [18], we use the configuration “-e -c 100 -i” (called minibones-core-based), which adopts the core-based approach with a fixed chunk size of 100 and inserts
found backbone literals into the input formula explicitly. Additionally, to evaluate how our algorithm improves upon the Algorithm 5 in [18], we choose “-u -c 100 -i” (called minibones-iterative) which implements the algorithm and uses activation literals.

Platform. For benchmark collection we used a machine with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X 32-Core Processor at 4.5 GHz and 256 GB RAM. All other experiments were conducted in parallel on a cluster consisting of 32 machines, each with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPUs running at 2.10 GHz (turbo-mode disabled) and 128 GB RAM. Each instance is allocated to one core with a timeout of 5,000 seconds and a memory limit of 7 GB.

Data Availability. Experimental data including source code and log files are available on https://cca.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/cadiback.

Overall Results. We run both CadiBack and the baseline MINIBONES on all benchmarks in our benchmark set. We consider an instance solved if the tool completes backbone computation, i.e., classifies all literals as either backbone or non-backbone. The number of instances solved over time are presented in Figure 2. It turns out that the best performing default configuration (default) of CadiBack can solve 732 instances in total, which is 274 more (59.82%) than the best performing configuration of MINIBONES, i.e., the iterative configuration minibones-iterative, which solves only 458 instances. Note that, 11 failing runs of CadiBack and 61 failing runs of MINIBONES hit the memory limit. It is also instructive to observe that over all selected 1798 instances CadiBack was able to find the first model in 1573 cases, while MINIBONES did so in only 1152 cases, which clearly shows the advantage of using CadiCal [4] versus MiniSat [13] in this application. It might be interesting to investigate whether this improvement transfers to other applications using MiniSat.

In addition, following the SAT manifesto v1.0 [8], we also compare the default configuration of CadiBack with the best configuration of MINIBONES on all satisfiable benchmarks in the main track of SAT competitions from 2020 to 2022. As a result, CadiBack/MINIBONES solved 22/9 instances in 2020, 52/17 in 2021 and 41/10 in 2022.

Configurations. We study the impact of different design options in CadiBack by evaluating 12 configurations (see Figure 2) including an extension implementing the core-based approach of MINIBONES (Algorithm 7 in [18]). Firstly, we observe that the effects of using smaller chunks were detrimental in our experiments. In fact, the infinite chunk size $K = \infty$ (default) has been very beneficial which solves 732 instances, while chunk size $K = 10$ (chunking) solves only 702 instances and chunk size $K = 1$ (one-by-one) even only 692.

Secondly, we study the impact of design options related to flipping. The experimental results indicate that removing flippable literals from the candidate list (no-flip) does not have a significant overall impact. This result differs from the one given by the authors of MINIBONES where the model rotation was detrimental. We attribute this to the efficiency of using watch lists for the flippable check. The really-flip configuration uses “flip” and simply tries to flip literals of the candidate chunk in an arbitrary order. It performs similar to the default configuration which uses “flippable”, but is better in the aspect that the default only found 30,780,841 flippable literals in total, while really-flip found 32,488,468. This directly leads to a reduction of the total number of SAT solver calls, which goes down from 2,070,166 calls in no-flip to 1,478,160 calls in default and even down to 992,404 calls in really-flip.

Thirdly, to evaluate the impact of CadiCal on CadiBack in detail, including its more advanced inprocessing and its most recent “constrain” API to support single clause assumptions [16]. We observe that disabling the inprocessing in CadiCal (no-inprocessing) significantly degrades the performance from solving 732 instances to 690 instances. Disabling the single clause assumption support from CadiCal in configuration no-constrain and falling
Figure 2: Benchmarks solved (vertical) over time in seconds (horizontal) where backbone extraction completed within 5,000 seconds by 12 CadiBack configurations: default denoting all optimizations enabled except for chunking and cores; no-flip denoting no model rotation; no-fixed representing no checking on candidates for being fixed explicitly; set-phase denoting picking decisions in SAT solver to falsify backbone candidates; really-flip denoting flipping flippable literals eagerly; chunking representing the fine-grained chunk size control ($K = 10$); one-by-one denoting single literal chunks ($K = 1$); no-inprocessing representing no SAT solver internal inprocessing; cores denoting core-based preprocessing; no-constrain meaning only using activation literals instead of using “constrain” API; no-filter disabling filtering backbone candidates by the disagreement condition; and plain setting $K = 1$ (as one-by-one) and disabling all other optimizations. We also considered 2 MiniBones configurations: iterative implementing Algorithm 5 in [18]; and core-based implementing Algorithm 7 in [18].

back to activation literals (as MiniBones does) degrades the efficiency of CadiBack even more significantly to solving only 672 instances.

Lastly, we evaluate the impact of our core-based algorithm. The core-based preprocessing in CadiBack only solves 672 instances. However, since the core-based approach falls back to default if the considered literal set becomes empty after removing failed assumptions (see Algorithm 7 in [18] for details), our cores version is more sophisticated than MiniBones (minibones-core-based), thanks to its advanced features in default. In contrast, the core-based MiniBones configuration (minibones-core-based) is slightly better than its iterative version (minibones-iterative) for shorter run times, which matches observations of [18] with the lower time limit of 800 seconds. One can argue, that the reason probably is that the core-based algorithm in MiniBones can rely on literal assumptions [13] avoiding the overhead inflicted from adding temporary clauses and activation literals. However, this slight advantage degrades for long running instances, as can be seen in Figure 2.

7 Conclusion

We revisited backbone algorithms and implemented a new open-source backbone extraction tool CadiBack based on an extended version of the state-of-the-art SAT solver CaDiCAL. Our extensive evaluation on a large set of benchmarks shows a substantial performance improvement by solving 60% more benchmarks than the state-of-the-art MiniBones.
Figure 3 The left plot compares the one-by-one and the default configuration. Timeouts for one of the configurations are marked in the margin. Highlighted on the left are 133 (out of 1798) benchmarks that have exactly one model (every variable is in the backbone). Using an infinite chunk size (the default), such benchmarks are always solved in 3 SAT calls. The right plot compares MiniBones and CadiBack in an anytime setting. Shown are the number of backbones found combined across all instances in the SAT competition 2022 benchmark set.

Figure 4 Benchmarks solved on satisfiable instances from the SAT Competition 2022.

A Appendix

This appendix provides more experimental details. The left plot in Figure 3 emphasizes why the most simplistic backbone algorithm, i.e., assuming the negation of exactly one remaining backbone candidate literal, does not scale, as it just takes way too many SAT calls.

Furthermore, in a number of applications it can be beneficial to get the backbones as soon as they are found, particularly if the backbone search does not terminate. To that end we evaluate MiniBones and CadiBack as anytime algorithms and compare the number of backbones they find over time. We modified the default configuration of MiniBones (minibones-core-based, i.e., corresponding to options “-e -i -c 100”) to print a backbone as soon as it is found and evaluated it against the default version of CadiBack on the 2022 SAT competition benchmark set. The results are presented on the right in Figure 3.

Finally we show in Figure 4 the performance of the default version of CadiBack versus the iterative and core-based versions of MiniBones on the last SAT Competition 2022.
Table 1 gives more details about the runs plotted in Fig. 2.
CadiBack: Extracting Backbones with CaDiCaL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>solved</th>
<th>failed</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>mo</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>space</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>best</th>
<th>unique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-default</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>694027</td>
<td>110614</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-no-fix</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>686832</td>
<td>103021</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-set-phase</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>682242</td>
<td>106129</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-really-fix</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>657492</td>
<td>108737</td>
<td>2565</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-chunking</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>640447</td>
<td>105963</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-one-by-one</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>630633</td>
<td>93625</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-no-inprocessing</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>715101</td>
<td>86152</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-no-constrain</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>570724</td>
<td>100362</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-no-filter</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>693284</td>
<td>93836</td>
<td>2546</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadiback-plain</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>562853</td>
<td>72360</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minibones-iterative</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>544688</td>
<td>58500</td>
<td>2655</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minibones-core-based</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>402645</td>
<td>110138</td>
<td>5281</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: More detailed results for the runs plotted in Fig. 2 on the large SAT competition 2004 - 2022 benchmark set where: solved instances; failed to solved; to time out of 5,000 seconds hits; mo memory limit of 7 GB hit; time accumulated process time of solved instances (in seconds); space sum of the maximum memory usage over solved instances (in MB); max maximum memory usage on solved instances (in MB); best number of instances with best shortest solving time; unique uniquely solved number of instances. For the description of the configurations see caption of Fig. 2.
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